
Rogers Park Yard Sharing Network 
 

Three Principles:
 
Collaborative Gardening:

The RPYSN is founded on mutually enriching partnerships, sharing of material resources and 
expertise, and interdependence among everyone involved. Collaborative partnerships offer more 
exciting surprises and provide new ground for social life. The goal of transforming yards from areas 
of division to areas of inclusion is most advanced by minimizing divisions within yards as well.
 
Food Justice:

We create new sources of healthy food partially to help get healthy food to new destinations. 
Food justice in the RPYSN means sharing produce between those who helped grow it, those who 
made the growing possible, and those who are hungry for it. Acknowledging that lawns don’t make 
sense for our neighborhood demands acknowledging that some of our neighbors need more healthy 
food.

 
Expansive and Open-ended Goals:

We are open to new gardens, new ways of sharing, and new projects pursuing collaborative 
food justice. We are focused on offering a replicable model, and one that is both organizationally and 
environmentally sustainable. Our network should offer leadership opportunities to any person, and 
our projects should cultivate inquiry and personal development in both social and natural questions.
 
 
 
 
Overview
What? 
 

The Rogers Park Yard Sharing Network connects underutilized land with interested users in 
order to further possibilities for local food production. RPYSN provides a structure to support yard 
sharing interactions that make it easier to share spaces. By taking on some of the garden 
construction and maintenance tasks, RPYSN ensures that more potential gardens become 
functioning realities. Landowners can arrange for RPYSN to use some of their land and to share 
some of what is produced there. RPYSN will find interested gardeners and homeowners and 
negotiate the terms of use between both parties, helping to provide accountability and support. 
 
Why? 



 
After operating a children’s educational garden in cooperation with the United Church of 

Rogers Park near Morse and Ashland and a 650-square foot garden in a backyard near Ashland and 
Pratt, LETS GO Chicago wanted to build gardening opportunities in the Rogers Park neighborhood. 
We see gardening as a way to invest in the positive outdoor community of a neighborhood while 
enjoying healthier food and a healthier environment. We see no reason for space in the 
neighborhood to go unused at the same time that people go hungry. We see growing food as 
fundamentally rewarding.
 
Where?
 

We are looking for gardeners from across Rogers Park and available land especially in the 
areas just north of Morse and just south of Pratt around Ashland. Gardeners are welcome 
throughout the neighborhood. Our focus is on this area because of its proximity to our existing 
resources, but we would welcome land from beyond the area. 
 
When?
 

Immediately! We will be holding informational meetings April 5th and April 19th and an 
open house at the garden we began last year on April 14th.  We would like to visit potential garden 
sites during the month of April to test soil and evaluate the available space’s physical and sunlight 
accessibility. Garden construction and planting should begin in May. The produce (and maintenance 
tasks) should be expected through September. 
 
How? 

 
Anyone can participate. They should get in touch with us online by e-mail at 

team@letsgochicago.org, by phone, with Ben Tucker at 317-531-3639, or in person either at the 
United Church of Rogers Park (1545 W. Morse) or at the Koinonia House (6925 N. Ashland). 
 
 
Network
 
The Rogers Park Yard Sharing Network is an initiative of LETS GO Chicago. During the summer, 
we work with young people from around the country and the Rogers Park area in our Summer of 
Solutions program. This program, as well as help from the occasional United Church of Rogers Park 
mission group, provides us with people and resources looking to help start gardens.  We host events 
and go door to door looking for interested landowners and gardeners. 
 
We develop land use agreements with interested landowners, providing contracts defining exactly 
which responsibilities fall to which members of our partnerships. This provides more security and 
accountability for everyone involved. Rather than lease their land for long periods to a grower 
whom they do not know well, owners can lease their land to a network that will coordinate with 
interested growers. Growers who do not keep up with their responsibilities can be replaced by the 
network without losing the investment of garden construction.
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The services provided by the network are negotiated on a site-specific basis. LETS GO is interested 
in providing construction, maintenance, composting, and water-harvesting services, depending on 
the location, timing, and preferences of owners and gardeners. We aim to provide these services 
as an educational experience for LETS GO participants, and, to the extent allowed by our resource 
limitations, at little or no cost. 
 
The RPYSN takes on governance responsibilities in addition to providing physical services. As a 
network, RPYSN creates and modifies the rules for landowners’ and gardeners’ participation. It is 
responsible to uphold these rules, remaining in communication with all active participants, 
 
Owners
  
The satisfaction and cooperation of landowners is central to the RPYSN’s goals, as it is only thanks 
to them that we are able to grow anything. Landowners’ roles are highly flexible and can be adapted 
to their various concerns and preferences. 
 
Front yard or back yard?
The only hard and fast part of a landowner’s role is that they provide us with some amount of space 
to garden — front, back, side, are all workable, given they have sufficient sunlight exposure. 
 
Accessibility
One common concern is about who is allowed access to the garden. In an ordinary arrangement, 
one garden is tended by one particular grower who will meet with a homeowner at the start of a 
relationship. Acceptable garden conduct, hours of access, and rules about bringing guests are to 
be negotiated by both parties at the outset. In addition to these conditions are the conditions of 
accessibility for LETS GO Chicago staff, which would vary with the responsibilities that LETS GO 
takes on in a given space. 
 
Responsibilities

Some homeowners are interested in the idea but don’t have time for another project. This 
doesn’t present an obstacle to participation, as an owner’s responsibilities could be limited to one 
site visit and one initial meeting. However, at the other end of the spectrum, homeowners could be 
actively engaged in the garden, taking advantage of the possibility of sharing tasks with another 
grower to reduce the burden of the garden. 

Start-up and maintenance costs are not the responsibility of the homeowner though, 
donations are certainly welcome. The scale of the project will be determined by our available 
resources. Homeowners planning on taking an active role in the garden or hoping for a large 
amount of produce are encouraged to think about what resources they would be able to contribute. 
Resources like water, compost, seeds, lumber may be, to varying extents, already on hand and 
looking for a worthy project. 

The one overriding responsibility is to either maintain the terms of the initial agreement 
or remain in consistently transparent communication with RPYSN and relevant growers about 
changing conditions. Installing new sites involves a significant investment of time, energy, money, 
and sentiment, and we hope these investments will be well-cultivated. It’s far more convenient to 



expand on a commitment once you see it going well than to overcommit and then cut back.
 

Legal concerns
LETS GO Chicago is a fiscally sponsored project of Grand Aspirations, a 501(c)3 incorporated 

non-profit. Donations to this project are tax deductible. Landowners sign an acknowledgement of 
the terms of their participation and the ways that their land, water, and other resources are to be 
used. People using the land agree that working with tools is inherently dangerous and hold 
harmless both the homeowner and the network in case of injury.  
 
Growers
 
Benefits

The primary benefit of yard sharing is the fresh food that you grow. The food grown in a 
given plot is to be distributed between three parties: the grower, the landowner, and neighborhood 
food bank. Most of the produce should go to the grower, but all three parties will negotiate how 
much goes where at the outset.
 
Distribution of Space

The typical size of a plot granted to a grower or group of grower is 32 square feet, ordinarily 
in a 4-by-8 plot. However, different sites may require different sizes of plots, and some sites may 
engage in cross-plot work sharing where several people maintain multiple plots cooperatively. Each 
plot is granted for one spring-to-fall growing season, so long as a good relationship is maintained 
with the landowner and the network. In ordinary circumstances, as long as the plot remains 
available to the network, a grower or group of growers will be granted the same plot if they are 
interested. Different plots have different amounts of sunlight, and if you have particular plants that 
you are really excited about, you should make sure that your plot is a good fit.

 
Responsibilities

The primary responsibility of a grower is the maintenance of the garden. This requires 5 to 
10 hours a week of attention, varying throughout the season and with the number and type of plants 
being grown. A grower is only responsible for what he/she has agreed to be responsible for, but that 
agreement is treated as a firm commitment. It includes certain rules of conduct negotiated with the 
landowner and the network, and respecting these rules is one of the grower’s responsibilities.
 
Resources

Growers are encouraged to be in direct conversation with RPYSN about their abilities and 
needs so that we can provide the resources for them (you) to succeed. The Rogers Park Yard 
Sharing Network will work with LETS GO Chicago and master gardeners in the neighborhood to 
provide training to any interested grower. Tools and seeds are likely to be available, within the 
limits of our resources. Additionally, during the summer, our summer program will allow us 
opportunities to do more involved consultations if desired, looking over a whole garden and 
evaluating opportunities for improvement or growth. The summer should also be a period when we 
have sufficient labor on hand to watch over gardens temporarily if growers are going to be out of 



town.


